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About This Game

Introduction

Olive Village... that was the name of this town, as well as this world.
This otherworldly town has a nostalgic, retro-like flavor.

For ages, it has prospered, and continues to prosper without end.
Every corner of the place is bustling with people, and warmth.

It is both old-fashioned, yet refreshingly new.

Neither magic nor spells exist here, but there is an aura of mystique.
How long has it been since I, Yumesaki Haruki, have come to this world?

It feels like it's been a few days. But it also feels like it's been over a year.
There is the passing of the day into night, back into day.
However, you don't feel the passage of time beyond that.

The flowers that have once blossomed continue to stay in full bloom.
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"A Butterfly in the District of Dreams" is the first visual novel release by
Japanese developer, Life A Little. Originally released in Japan in 2013, the

game features:
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Updated from the 2014 Japanese release

Fully Voiced in Japanese (except for the main character)

HD Graphics

Multiple routes and endings with each of the three main heroines.
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Title: A Butterfly in the District of Dreams
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Life a Little
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 12 May, 2017
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English,Japanese
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unban steel or riot. it is nice, but too short.. Really well polished arcade game for the short and casual fun!. Monday Night
Combat is a very fun MOBA/Tower Defense/TPS shooter. Sadly, Über Entertainment has long abandonned this game and there
are no longer any available servers to join.

In its current state MNC should not be promoted nor sold since it is no longer playable. DO NOT waste your money on this
game.. Without a doubt one of the most iconic and rememberable RPG Maker Horror games ever. I remember back in the early
2010's when I first found all the collection of RPG Maker Horror games on vgperson's site, and how full of awe and wonder I
was when playing them for the first time. The way I felt back then after finishing The Witch's House for the first time was a
feeling I've never forgotten, and this game has always stuck out to me as the best RPG Maker Horror game.

Seeing The Witch's House MV release on steam really was a pleasant surprise. The fact that an "Extra" mode was added in with
new content just makes me all the more happy. I really am happy to see all of the classic RPG Maker Horror games being
remade for steam (Hopefully Ib is next). The $15 price tag does seem a bit too high, but I am still happy to support Fummy for
this great game.. Makes me feel like a kid aqain playing my NES lol ...I love it! Make one like metroid and i will be so happy lol
. Good job , good game!. being a fan of hidden object games, this one is refreshing since the world you find objects in is 3D.
the objects in elementary my dear majesty feel like they were ment to be there for the most part. often times a typical h.o.g.
would have a medieval setting for example, but you would have to find objects like mobile phones or baseball caps.

there are a few annoying things, but this game isn't expensive enough for me to be nitpicky about it.

for me, the most annoying was finding japanese style pagodas and ninja stuff in the china map. the npcs were clearly samurai
wearing hakama pants and chonmage haircuts plus geisha in kimono. the only thing chinese in there were the pandas and the
great wall

fun hidden object game though. great game for a cheap price
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This is a match-3 game with lots of fun extra twists included to add on to the fun. There are several different kinds of mini-
games included within the game, and added elements to contribute to the complexity and replayability of the game. Basically, if
you would like to play a match-3 game with more to it and multiple levels of difficulty, then this is a good choice. Basically, you
are building a village, as well as constructing a series of wonders, using supplies you collect during your game as well as
buildings that you earn while you play. It also has the nice feature of letting you play as you choose, so that you can go for a
perfect score and/or all achievements if you like, or simply play casually for the sake of having laid-back fun.. Fun game to kill
time with and the achievements helped me not get bored since some were a real challenge. The game does lose its charm after
getting all of them, but ~2 hrs of fun for only a few cents is definitely worth it.. Literally the worst game I've ever played. -1/10.
Best game EVER!ONE
. Bought it to support the dev of a great game. Also it's a cute nurse costume.

. This game is surprisingly bad. I play coop games with my buddies just because the games have coop. And I have a decent
amount of determination with bad games as I have fully beaten games like Arkadian Warriors with friends. But this game is a
different type of orc.
Orc Attack has tons of game breaking bugs and almost no polish in most aspects. The bosses I got to quickly got pushed out of
the level (by maybe the camera) and were not beatable. Hitting is unsatisfying, there are pointless invisible walls, the game
crashes a lot, the difficulty is very uneven, the controls are bad, the camera swings around crazily (often looking straight down),
. . . even the sound levels are bad.
This is the first game where I have actually wanted a refund. Not really because I want any money back. I just don't want the
developers to get any money for this. -10/10. Very fun game. simple
+ cheap
+ cards
+ ( easy + cool 100% ) achievements
+ cutscenes
+ short

+/- trashy / low budget
+/- (only) top-down camera angle let's you look arround cornes, but not far to your on

- no real "horror" in it
- the "atmosphere" could be called as pure silence - only a scream triggers, when you reach some points, nothing else
- movement is slow + stamina runs out fast - but otherwise it wouldn't be a "horror" game, i guess
- choosing your gun or medi-kits only via inventory possible - should be really fixed imo
- many inventory "helpers" except medi-kits worthless!
- too much ammo - don't really needed..."female" zombies just need 3 hits, "male" + guards 5
- only guns/pistols without DLC content available - don't differ that much / no short distance attack or melee attack like with a
knife possible
- flashlight doesn't really help you
- no final boss/es
- zombies fall 2-3 metres in front of you after getting shot - just looks weird, unrealistic + bad :(
- 2-3 crashes
- less enemies
- only 2-3 kinds of enemies afterall
- no quicksave possible
- BIGGEST contra argument: the whole game is just like a real labyrinth: almost all doors/entries look the same despite the
already marked rooms in the map (which you can't read without pressing ESC->Documents->Map).
In Level 3 i really got stucked and had to play it twice from the beginning cause i got SO confused...You need more time for
"running" through the map and finding the stuff for accomplishing the missions than fighting or frightening to death...

---

I don't know if i'd really recommend this game or not.
On the one hand, it's a cool game for guys like me, who like short, simple + trashy games. Or for the traders + achievement
hunters out there.
On the other hand you can clearly see just in the intro sequence that this is just low budget and not a game for people, who just
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wanna play good + ambitious games.

My personal tip: Buy it in the big bundle like me: http://www.flyingbundle.com/ ;). Controls are awful, characters are missing a
ton of moves and there's no balance and no 3rd party gamepad support.. This is a jigsaw puzzle game with mini defense
gameplay added.

Basically you are putting together your jigsaw puzzle and you have a timer for when a wave of zombies is going to come
through. So you stock pile ammo and defenses by earning money for correctly placing pieces. It adds a little extra challenge, and
can be fun. Best of all, if you just wanna put the puzzles together, you can choose to have no Z's spawn! The art is hit or miss, in
my opinion. Some pictures are awesome and some are just wtf. All of them are gory (you'd probably guess), and there is some
nudity. It gets a thumbs up for me, overall.
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